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EMPOWERING MINDS: A VISIT FROM THE NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL

Mr. Rex Chapota, radiating warmth and determination, not only observed one of MATCH

Foundation's mentorship sessions but also delivered a motivational talk to the students. His words

resonated deeply, leaving a lasting impact on the eager minds of the students. The effect was clear.

Witnessing the benefits of education through Mr. Chapota, the students felt inspired and more

confident. The visit became a catalyst for positive change, strengthening the bond between the

MATCH Foundation and the National Youth Council.

Mr. Chapota introduced to the students by our Executive
Director, Tadala Kandulu Ngosi

On a sunny Wednesday afternoon, MATCH

Foundation received a visit from the  

Executive Director of the National Youth

Council of Malawi, Mr. Rex Chapota to

appreciate the remarkable work that the

foundation is doing.

The head of the National Youth Council

participated in our flagship program of

mindset change mentorship session at Tadala

abc Primary School. Anticipation filled the

halls as they explored the heart of the

school's initiatives.

A JOURNEY WITH LADDER TO LEARNING

On February 20, 2024, representatives from MATCH Foundation visited Ladder to Learning

organization on their 2nd learning visit which is financed by Segal Family Foundation. Upon arrival,    

they were warmly welcomed by David, a staff member from L2L. He initiated meaningful discussions

with our newfound ally who unveiled its innovative programs, with a spotlight on their remedial

reading program using the Teaching at the Right Level (TARL) method. This program offers tailored

support to struggling students, emphasizing a meticulous multi-level assessment process.

As discussions turned towards collaboration and idea exchange, excitement arose about the

prospect of replicating learning hubs and establishing mentorship programs. The TARL method

promised to enhance future reading lessons at MATCH Foundation’s school.

Inspired and filled with ideas, the MATCH Foundation team bid farewell to Ladder to Learning,

recognizing that this visit marked just the beginning of a shared journey towards educational

excellence. Departing with Helen Keller's quote in mind – "Alone, we can do so little; together, we

can do so much." Our team left equipped with newfound knowledge, determined to continue

climbing the ladder of success hand in hand with their fellow SFF partners, Ladder to Learning.


